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Abstract
Subjective stress severity appraisals have consistently emerged as better predictors
of poor health than stressor exposure, but the reason for this is unclear. Subjective
stress may better predict poor health for one of at least two reasons. First, because
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stressor exposure measures consider all stressors as equal, stress severity measures—
which “weight” stressors by self‐reported severity—might better predict poor health
simply by not treating all stressors as being equally impactful. Second, subjective
stress appraisals may index important individual differences in stress vulnerability.
We tested these two possibilities in this preregistered, two‐study manuscript.
Across these two different studies, subjective stress severity was a better predictor of
poor health than independently weighted stress severity or stressor exposure. These
results demonstrate that, beyond weighting of stressful experiences, subjective
stress severity indexes health‐relevant individual differences. Moreover, the results
suggest that subjective stress severity may be the preferred stress summary
metric even when derived from imprecise stress assessment instruments.
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1 | IN RODUC ION

individual, and that requires that individual to expend resources in
order to cope with or survive that situation or set of circumstances

Stress contributes to the onset or maintenance of numerous negative

(Monroe & Slavich, 2016; Slavich, 2020; Slavich & Cole, 2013).

health outcomes, including depression, anxiety, autoimmune disor-

Similarly, we defne stress as a subjective experience of distress, fear,

ders, heart disease, and early mortality (Irwin, 2008; Miller

or negative affect that occurs as a result of a perceived threat to

et al., 2009; Shields & Slavich, 2017; Silverman & Sternberg, 2012;

one's mental or physical wellbeing and is accompanied by a biological

Slavich, 2015; Slavich & Irwin, 2014; Solomon et al., 2019). In this

response that facilitates adaptive action (Juster et al., 2010; Kim &

-

article, we defne a stressor as an objectively measurable situation or

Diamond, 2002; McEwen & Wingfeld, 2003; Shields et al., 2019,

set of circumstances that objectively threatens the wellbeing of an

2021). The subjective experience of stress can occur without stressor
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exposure, and stressor exposure can occur without a subjective

Stress appraisal theories further recognise that appraisals are

experience of stress. A wealth of research has investigated mecha-

shaped by both situational and individual factors (Fassett‐Carman

nisms through which stressor exposure and stress exert their effects

et al., 2019; Gaab et al., 2005; Lebois et al., 2016). Likewise, research

(e.g., Silverman & Sternberg, 2012; Slavich & Cole, 2013; Slavich &

has demonstrated that perceived stress severity is a function of both

Irwin, 2014), and this work has demonstrated that subjective stress

dispositional and personality‐related factors (e.g., neuroticism) as

severity (i.e., perceived stress during one or more stressors) is often a

well as situational factors (e.g., expectancy violations, threat) (Lebois

stronger predictor of negative health outcomes than measures of

et al., 2016; Monroe, 2008; Slavich & Shields, 2018). This makes the

stressor exposure (i.e., the occurrence of one or more stressors) (e.g.,

association of perceived stress severity with negative health out-

Chen et al., 2009; Cole et al., 2011; Slavich & Cole, 2013). The reasons

comes over and above stressor exposure diffcult to interpret By

behind this effect, however, are unclear.

these data alone, it is equally possible that this greater association

One possible reason for the relatively stronger effects of sub-

could be driven by resilience/vulnerability to experienced stressors

jective stress severity as compared to stressor exposure is that not all

(i.e., because dispositional factors drive differences in ratings of

stressors exert equal effects on health, and a simple sum of all

perceived stress) or by experiences with stressors that are objec-

stressor exposures, which does not weight stressors by any magni-

tively more severe (i.e., because situational factors like threat drive

tude, might thus be a relatively less robust predictor of health out-

differences in ratings of perceived stress), or both. Because it is

comes than stressors “weighted” by their severities. Another possible

possible to intervene on stress‐related cognitions (Crum et al., 2017;

explanation for this stronger association is that relatively greater

Jamieson et al., 2012) and possibly thereby affect the link between

subjective stress severity—given equivalent stressor exposure—is an

stressor exposure and health (Banica et al., 2021, 2020; Shields

indication of vulnerability to the negative effects of stress (e.g.,

et al., 2017b; Shields, Skwara, et al., 2020), there is a pressing need to

greater stress reactivity, poorer stress recovery), whereas relatively

understand the mechanisms underpinning the relatively stronger

lesser subjective stress severity may be an indication of resilience. To

association of stress severity vs stressor exposure with negative

date, however, no study has examined whether either of these

health outcomes.

formulations accounts for the relatively greater association between

One potential method for adjudicating between the two expla-

subjective stress severity and negative health outcomes. We thus

nations for the greater association between subjective stress severity

addressed this issue in the present preregistered two‐study project.

(relative to stressor exposure) and negative health outcomes is to

Subjective (or, “perceived”) stress severity has been examined in

quantify an independent measure of stress severity by using sample‐

some detail given its role in the associations between stress and

average ratings of severity for each experienced stressor. This would

health (e.g., Epel et al., 2018; Fassett‐Carman et al., 2020; Fassett‐

enable comparison between the predictive abilities of a stress severity

Carman et al., 2019; Lebois et al., 2016; Slavich & Shields, 2018).

measure based on how severe different stressors are typically expe-

Severity and severity‐like appraisals such as decreased desirability of

rienced across the sample with the same subjective stress severity

events, increased perceived stress burden, and perceived severity of

ratings made by each individual. If the primary driving forces behind

daily hassles have been associated with depression and anxiety

the stronger negative health association with stress severity than with

symptoms (Cohen et al., 1983; Compas et al., 1987; Fassett‐Carman

stressor exposure are individual differences conferring vulnerability

et al., 2019; Rowlison & Felner, 1988). Furthermore, there is evidence

or resilience to stress, then subjective stress severity should be a

that the perceived severity of recently experienced life stressors is

relatively stronger predictor than the sample‐estimated stress

transdiagnostically associated with internalising symptoms over and

severity metric. In contrast, if the driving force behind the stronger

above exposure to stressors (Fassett‐Carman et al., 2020).

negative health association with stress severity than with stressor

Although controversy exists around the use of subjective (per-

exposure is the fact that not all stressors are equally stressful or im-

sonal severity appraisals) versus independent (third person expert

pactful and use of simple exposure variables (i.e., where each experi-

ratings) measures of stressor severity, stress appraisal research has

enced stressor is weighted equally) misses this important variance,

played an important role in better understanding the relations be-

then sample‐estimated stress severity measure may be as strong of a

tween stress and mental health. Theories have described that

predictor of negative health outcomes as subjective stress severity. A

although the occurrence of a stressor is an occasion‐setter for the

sample‐estimated stress severity measure could even be a stronger

development of symptoms, an individual's appraisal of the stressor is

predictor of negative health outcomes in this case, since the subjective

what engenders symptoms (e.g., Abramson et al., 2002). Although

measure may contain nuisance variance from personality factors that

these theories do not focus specifcally on perceived stressor

affect stress appraisals but are unrelated to health (e.g., social desir-

severity, they do describe stress‐related cognitions that likely

ability, Crutzen & Göritz, 2010; Slavich & Shields, 2018), or that have

contribute to an individual's perception of stress severity, such as

complicated relations with health (e.g., neuroticism, Slavich &

perceived control over the stressor, globality (vs. specifcity) and

Shields, 2018; Turiano et al., 2013; Weston & Jackson, 2015).

stability of the cause of the stressor, and the stressor's relation to the

For stress assessment instruments that have high precision in

self. Indeed, recent research demonstrates that the perceived

defnitions of stressors given to participants—such as the Stress and

controllability of recently experienced stressful life events correlates

Adversity Inventory (STRAIN; Slavich & Shields, 2018), described in

with their perceived severity (Fassett‐Carman et al., 2019, 2020).

detail below—this sample‐average approach will produce a more‐or‐
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less participant‐independent severity rating for a particular stressor.

variable model that parses depression and anxiety specifc di-

For stress assessment tools that are more general with regards to

mensions from their shared component, as this enabled us to

categorising stressors—such as stress “checklists” (e.g., the Adoles-

examine transdiagnostic versus specifc links with stress (Clark &

cent Life Events Questionnaire [ALEQ]; Hankin & Abramson, 2002)—

Watson, 1991; Lin et al., 2014). To equate methodology as much as

the above approach will contain both a relatively independent stress

possible between studies, we analysed our health outcomes in Study

severity rating and a confound from the problem of intr c tegory

1 using a latent variable model as well. The pattern of results was

v ri bility (i.e., the issue that different people will take the same

similar when the observed variables were used as outcomes instead

ambiguous event defnition—for example, “sickness of a family

of latent variables (see Supporting Information S1).

member”—to mean different things, such as one person believing that

The link between stress and health is likely to be mostly driven

a distant grandmother having the common cold fts the quoted

by the intersection of stressor exposure and subjective stress

example and another person believing that the question pertains to a

severity. We did not expect anything different. Instead, our goal in

parent having cancer) (Dohrenwend, 2006).
Given the information above, if subjective stress severity
consistently emerged as a predictor as strong as, or stronger than,

the present study was to examine what is unique or important about
stress severity that has led to its relatively stronger association with
health outcomes than stressor exposure in past studies.

sample‐estimated severity across multiple stress assessment tools—

We had two primary aims. First, to determine whether a

regardless of how precisely defned the stressors are—then this

“weighted” sample‐estimated stress severity measure was a better

would help resolve why severity is often a stronger predictor of poor

predictor of poor health than stressor exposure. Drawing on work

health than stressor exposure. In particular, this fnding would sug-

suggesting that some stressors are objectively more threatening or

gest that the relatively stronger associations of negative health

likely to cause upheaval than others (Brown & Harris, 1978), we

outcomes with stress severity than stressor exposure are because

hypothesised that the relatively stronger association between

exposure indices fail to capture individual differences related to

negative health outcomes and stress severity (vs. stressor exposure)

stress vulnerability or health, and not because exposure measures fail

previously observed would be partially driven by differences in the

to capture variance associated with some stressors being more se-

“objective” stressfulness of various stressors that are missed by un-

vere than others. In contrast, if sample‐estimated stress severity

weighted exposure/count measures (which treat all stressors as

consistently emerged as a stronger predictor of poor health than

equal). That is, the sample‐estimated stress severity measure will

subjective stress severity, this fnding would suggest that subjective

more strongly predict negative health outcomes than stressor

stress severity scores have been more strongly associated with poor

exposure measures in models with both predictors included. Second,

health than stressor exposure because subjective severity scores

we aimed to determine whether subjective stress severity differed

“weight” stressors, but also that they capture nuisance variance un-

from sample‐estimated stress severity in predicting poor health.

related to health that sample‐estimated or independent severity

Drawing on research showing that stress appraisals are important for

measures do not.

initiating biological stress responses (Slavich, 2020), we hypothesised
that subjective stress severity scores would be more predictive of
negative health outcomes than sample‐estimated stress severity

2 | PRESEN RESEARCH

scores, though a relatively stronger association with either predictor
would be informative for understanding why stress severity is more

1

In this preregistered project, we examined the relative strength of

strongly associated with negative health outcomes than stressor

associations between sample‐estimated and individual subjective

exposure (e.g., due to accounting for the severity of the situation, or

stress severity ratings with physical and mental health outcomes. In

due to both accounting for the severity of the situation and individual

particular, in our frst study, we examined the associations between

differences in stress responsivity).

an index of stress severity that is relatively independent of participants' personality characteristics and biases (sample‐estimated
stress severity) and individual subjective stress severity ratings with

3 | S UDY 1

physical health outcomes using the STRAIN in a sample of adults. In
our second study, we examined the associations of sample‐estimated

3.1 | Method

and subjective stress severity with mental health outcomes using the
Adolescent Life Event Questionnaire – Revised (ALEQ‐R) in a sample

3.1.1 | Participants

of emerging adults.
We focussed on our chosen mental and physical health outcomes

This study is a secondary analysis of data collected from a prior study

because of their known links to stress and their links to potential

of stress and health (Slavich & Shields, 2018). Participants were 205

shared mechanisms, such as infammation (e.g., Furman et al., 2019;

young, middle‐aged, and older adults (mean age 37.82, SD = 11.72,

Shields & Slavich, 2017; Slavich & Irwin, 2014; Ye et al., 2021). Given

range 19–68 years‐old; 46.8% men, 52.2% women, 1.0% other) with

the high co‐occurrence of depression and anxiety, which are the

valid, useable data (i.e., who did not fail an attention check) who were

mental health outcomes assessed in Study 2, we chose to use a latent

recruited from the community to complete an “online study of stress
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and health” that occurred from 23 March 2016, to 29 April 2016.

severity. Each stressor had its sample‐estimated severity rating

Participants self‐reported as 85.4% White, 5.9% Black or African

established by averaging the reported severity from all participants

American, 3.9% Asian, 2.4% Hispanic, 2.0% mixed/biracial, and 0.5%

who had experienced that stressor. This average thus indicated

declined to answer.

how severe each stressor typically feels to participants who had
experienced it in the sample. For each participant, both a sum
total score and a mean score of the estimated severities were then

3.1.2 | Procedure

calculated across the stressors they endorsed. The sum score
provides the total sample‐estimated severity, whereas the mean

Potential participants who saw an online advertisement were

score was calculated to remove frequency from this score due to

directed to the study website where they read an overview of the

collinearity (see Study 1 Results).

study that described the topics covered and expected time commit-

Demographic and Potential Confounding Factors. Analyses with

ment (i.e., 45 min). The overview also noted that the survey would

covariates included both demographic variables (self‐reported age,

include several “attention checks” that they needed to pass for their

sex, and race) and the following variables.

responses to be valid (e.g., “If you are reading this question, please

Socioecono ic Status. Participants reported their annual house-

answer C”). Individuals who read these instructions and subsequently

hold income and personal highest educational achievement level, and

provided their electronic consent then began the study, which

answers to these questions were standardized and averaged to

assessed their stress levels, personality and social desirability char-

create an overall index of socioeconomic status.

acteristics, demographic factors, and health status (see below). Par-

Social Desirability. Participants' tendency to exhibit social desir-

ticipants completed all of the measures online, and data were

ability was assessed using the 17‐item Social Desirability Scale (SDS‐

retained for those who answered all of the questions without failing

17; Stöber, 2001). Respondents indicate True (1) or F lse (0) for each

the attention checks (45.7% of respondents). All study procedures

item, and these responses are then summed to create an overall in-

were approved by the institutional review board of the University of

dex of socially desirable responding. Internal consistency for the

California, Los Angeles.

scale was excellent, α = 0.94.
Negative Affect. Participants' levels of negative affect over the
past week were assessed using the Positive and Negative Affect

3.1.3 | Measures

Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988). Participants were asked to
report the extent to which they felt 10 negative and 10 positive

Lifetime Stressor Exposure. Lifetime stressor exposure was

emotions over the preceding week (20 items total). Responses to

assessed using the Stress and Adversity Inventory for Adults

each item were provided on a 1 (Very slightly or not

(Adult STRAIN; Slavich & Shields, 2018). The Adult STRAIN is an

(Extremely) scale, and responses to the 10 questions assessing nega-

online, interview‐based assessment tool that queries 55 stressors,

tive affect were then averaged to create an overall index of negative

including 29 chronic stressors (e.g., caregiving, social isolation) and

affect, with higher scores indicating more negative affect. Internal

26 episodic negative life events (e.g., being fred, divorced).

consistency for the scale was excellent, α = 0.92.

t

ll) to 5

Stressor frequencies in these data are provided in the Supporting
Information S1. Each stressor is given suffcient information to
describe exactly what the stressor in question is (e.g., someone

3.1.4 | Outcomes

“close” to the participant is defned as someone they see nearly
each day of the week), and some stressors entail additional follow‐

Sleep Quality. Participants' sleep quality was assessed using the 10‐

up questions to ascertain exactly what happened, as is typical in

item Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Inventory (PSQI; Buysse et al., 1989).

life stress interviews. For each endorsed stressor, users are asked

The PSQI assesses both objective indices of sleep quality (e.g., how

a series of follow‐up questions that ascertain the severity, fre-

often participants wake up during the night) and subjective indices of

quency, timing, and duration of the stressor. For example, for each

sleep quality (e.g., how rested they typically feel after a night of

stressor experienced, participants are asked (retrospectively,

sleep). Answers on the PSQI were scored using the standard scoring

thinking back to when it occurred), “At its worst, how stressful or

system and then summed to create a global PSQI score, with higher

threatening was this for you?” and they provide their responses

scores indicating worse sleep quality.

ll) to 5 (Extremely). These

Mental and Physical Health Complaints. We used the Kessler‐6

follow‐up questions allow for the production of sensitive summary

item psychological distress inventory (K‐6; Kessler et al., 2002) and

scores, such as experienced (i.e., subjective) stress severity, which

the Physical Health Questionnaire (PHQ; Schat et al., 2005) to assess

using a scale ranging from 1 (Not

t

is created by summing a participant's severity rating for each

mental health and physical health, respectively, over the preceding

experienced stressor. In addition to using subjective stress severity

month. The K‐6 is a 6‐item scale that asks participants to self‐report

as a primary predictor of outcomes, we created a new summary

the frequency that they experienced various poor mental health

score for this study

symptoms (e.g., feeling hopeless, feeling worthless, feeling nervous or

a measure of sample‐estimated stress
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fdgety) over the preceding month using a Likert scale ranging from

outcome. We conducted the following sets of analyses both with and

0 (none of the time) to 4 ( ll of the time). The K‐6 shows good

without controlling for relevant covariates (i.e., age, sex, race, so-

convergence with Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-

cioeconomic status, negative affect, social desirability) to determine

orders, Fourth Edition (DSM‐IV) based measures of mental health

if these associations were robust to covariate inclusion.

symptoms (Kessler et al., 2002), and the PHQ is a 14‐item scale that

Our sample size of 205 provided power of 0.80 and higher for all

shows good convergence with general health and divergence with

correlations of |r| > 0.137. We also conducted a Monte Carlo simu-

work stress (Schat et al., 2005). For the PHQ, participants self‐

lation with 1000 iterations for a power analysis of a structural

reported the frequency that they experienced various somatic

equation model using the paramtest and lavaan packages in R. This

symptoms (e.g., gastrointestinal sensitivity, sleep disturbances,

model consisted of one latent factor indicated by the fve health

headaches) over the past month using a Likert scale ranging from 1

outcomes included in this study, which we fxed to load on the

(not t ll) to 7 ( ll of the time). The K‐6 and PHQ both demonstrated

respective factor at 0.35, and an observed variable predicting the

good internal consistency (α = 0.91 and α = 0.84, respectively), and

latent variable with a standardized coeffcient of 0.15. All loadings

their scores were summed to create indices of mental and physical

and observed variables were standardized. The model was based on a

health, respectively; higher scores indicated more complaints over

single group with 1000 replications of the simulated data. We ach-

the past month.

ieved 0.86 power to detect the simulated loadings and coeffcient

Doctor‐Diagnosed General Health Problems. The presence of

with our sample size.

general health problems diagnosed by a medical doctor was assessed

Data reduction. We used structural equation modelling to create

by asking participants whether a medical doctor had ever diagnosed

a latent variable of poor health by extracting variance common to all

them with any of the following conditions anxiety, arthritis (not

the health‐related outcomes for which we collected data in our prior

rheumatoid or psoriatic), asthma, cancer, chronic pain, coronary heart

study (i.e., poor sleep quality, mental and physical health complaints,

disease, depression, gastroesophageal refex disease (GERD, or

doctor‐diagnosed general health problems, and doctor‐diagnosed

chronic heartburn), heart attack, high blood pressure, insomnia, kid-

autoimmune disorders). We expected these variables to be related

ney stone(s), migraines, overweight, post‐traumatic stress disorder,

at a latent level due to the infuence of infammatory activity on all of

stomach ulcer(s), and stroke. These conditions were selected due to

these variables (e.g., Slavich & Irwin, 2014). Fit statistics deemed to

their well‐established links to stress (Shields & Slavich, 2017).

indicate acceptable ft for this sample size were comparative ft index

Endorsed conditions were summed to create participants' general

(CFI) > 0.90, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) <

health problem scores, with higher scores indicating more health

0.08, and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) < 0.08

problems diagnosed by a medical doctor.

(Brown, 2006; Weston & Gore, 2006).

Doctor‐Diagnosed Autoimmune Disorders. The presence of

Analysis 1. We examined the associations of subjective stress

autoimmune disorders diagnosed by a medical doctor was assessed

severity and sample‐estimated stress severity with each health

by asking participants whether a medical doctor had ever diagnosed

outcome and the latent health factor, using correlations and GLMs.

them with any of the following conditions Addison's disease, coeliac

Analysis 2. We determined the relative predictive strength of

disease, dermatomyositis, Grave's disease, Hashimoto's thyroiditis,

stressor exposure compared to subjective or sample‐estimated stress

infammatory bowel disease (i.e., Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis),

severity. We ft two models one with both stressor exposure and

multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, pernicious anaemia, psoriasis

subjective stress severity as predictors of the poor health latent

(or psoriatic arthritis), rheumatoid arthritis, Sjögren's syndrome,

variable, and a second with both stressor exposure and sample‐

lupus (systemic lupus erythematosus), and other autoimmune disor-

estimated stress severity as predictors of the poor health latent

der (specify). If “other autoimmune disorder” was endorsed, the

variable. We then tested whether the magnitudes of slopes of each

specifed response was manually examined by to determine if the

stress severity measure were greater than the magnitude of the slope

condition was an autoimmune disorder. Endorsed conditions were

of stressor exposure predicting poor health using a test of difference

summed to create a count of autoimmune disorders; higher scores

for dependent regression slopes. This enabled us to determine if

indicate more autoimmune disorders diagnosed by a medical doctor.

stress severity was in fact a better predictor of poor health than
stressor exposure in our sample.
Analysis 3 We determined the relative predictive strength of

3.1.5 | Data analysis

subjective stress severity and sample‐estimated stress severity

All analyses were conducted in R, version 4.0.2. Correlation and

tested whether the magnitudes of the slope of subjective stress

linear models were used to analyse continuous outcomes, and

severity differed from the magnitude of the slope of sample‐

(included in the same model) on the latent health variable. We then

generalised linear models (GLMs) were used to analyse count out-

estimated stress severity predicting poor health using a test of dif-

comes (e.g., number of doctor‐diagnosed general health problems).

ference for dependent regression slopes. This enabled us to deter-

Structural equation modelling (SEM) was used to model a latent

mine if one measure of stress severity was a better predictor of poor

variable of poor health by extracting variance common to each health

health than the other.
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better predictor of health outcomes than stressor exposure—for
reasons outlined above. Therefore, we present these results in two

Health latent variable. Due to less than acceptable model ft

ways frst, with sum scores, and second, with mean scores, which

(χ2(5) = 34.37, p < 0.001, CFI = 0.911, RMSEA = 0.17, SRMR = 0.06),

remove frequency of exposure information from the severity

modifcation indices were examined, and covariances of PHQ with K‐

variables. Correlations between each of the predictors and outcomes

6, K‐6 with autoimmune disorder diagnoses, and autoimmune dis-

were as expected, except that sample‐estimated stress severity mean

order diagnoses with other stress‐related disorder diagnoses were

scores were not signifcantly associated with the majority of the

justifable additions that improved model ft. With those covariances

examined health outcomes (Table 1).

included, the model ft was acceptable χ2(2) = 4.22, p = 0.121,

Controlling for relevant covariates (i.e., age, sex, race, socioeco-

CFI = 0.993, RMSEA = 0.07, SRMR = 0.02.

nomic status, negative affect, and social desirability) did not alter the

Analysis 1. We frst conducted analyses that examined associa-

associations between self‐reported stress severity and health out-

tions between our predictors and outcomes of interest. In these

comes, βs > 0.24, risk ratios (RRs) > 1.012, ps < 0.001, or between

analyses, we found that when self‐reported and sample‐estimated

sample‐estimated stress severity and health outcomes, βs > 0.23, RRs

stress severity each included frequency of exposure information

> 1.013, ps < 0.001, which both remained signifcant predictors of

(i.e., the “sum” scores in Table 1), the correlation between these

poor health. In contrast, for mean scores (i.e., removing frequency of

scores was very high, r = 0.97, p < 0.001, as were the correlations

exposure), controlling for those same covariates, self‐reported stress

between these variables and stressor exposure, rs > 0.92, ps < 0.001.

severity only signifcantly predicted recent physical health complaints,

Whether one should include these predictors in the same model,

poor sleep quality, and doctor‐diagnosed stress‐related diseases,

therefore, is debatable. On one hand, the substantial overlapping

βs > 0.13, RR = 1.54, ps < 0.046, and sample‐estimated stress severity

variance in these predictors may lead to suppression effects; on the

only signifcantly predicted doctor‐diagnosed stress‐related diseases,

other hand, however, associations between health outcomes and the

RR = 2.89, p = 0.006. These analyses thus show that the sum sample‐

unique variance in each of these predictors is precisely the variance

estimated stress severity score predicted health outcomes as ex-

that is needed to answer the question of why stress severity is a

pected, whereas the mean sample‐estimated stress severity score

ABLE 1

Bivariate correlations for the primary variables of interest in study 1

Variable

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1. Stressor exposure (sum)
M = 25.77; range = 1–83
2. Self‐reported stress severity (sum)

0.93***

M = 63.26; range = 0–167
3. Sample‐estimated stress severity (sum)

0.95***

0.97***

0.38***

0.55***

0.40***

0.22**

0.24***

0.25***

0.51***

0.49***

0.56***

0.55***

0.27***

0.14*

0.47***

0.54***

0.50***

0.32***

0.07

0.73***

0.32***

0.40***

0.37***

0.22**

0.02

0.44***

0.57***

0.51***

0.58***

0.56***

0.33***

0.15*

0.52***

0.46***

0.23**

0.25***

0.24***

0.14*

0.07

0.28***

0.17*

M = 63.42; range = 0–144.30
4. Self‐reported stress severity (mean)
M = 3.78; range = 0–5
5. Sample‐estimated stress severity (mean)
M = 3.89; range = 0–4.32
6. Poor sleep quality (PSQI‐global)
M = 13.88; range = 0–41
7. Recent physical health complaints (PHQ)
M = 35.94; range = 13–73
8. Recent mental health complaints (K‐6)
M = 14.22; range = 6–30
9. Stress‐related doctor‐diagnosed Illnesses

0.34***

M = 2.03; range = 0–11
10. Doctor‐diagnosed autoimmune disorders
M = 0.17; range = 0–5
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

−0.05

0.29***
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ABLE 2

Critical tests across models and studies
Model 1

Study

7

Model 2

Model 3

Subjective
Stressor stress
exposure severity

est of
coeffcient
difference

Sample‐
estimated
Stressor stress
exposure severity

est of
coeffcient
difference

Subjective
stress
severity

Sample‐
estimated
stress
severity

est of
coeffcient
difference

β

β

p value

β

p value

β

β

p value

−0.323

0.999

<0.001

−0.301

0.948

<0.001

0.920

−0.229

0.001

0.542

0.162

<0.001

0.597

0.011

<0.001

0.391

−0.059

<0.001

Sum severity predictor

−0.215

0.184

0.010

−0.063

−0.002

0.624

0.223

−0.236

0.017

Mean severity predictor

−0.081

0.133

0.025

−0.045

−0.019

0.769

0.104

−0.042

0.375

−0.214

0.428

<0.001

−0.010

0.188

0.231

0.444

−0.217

<0.001

0.116

0.171

0.006

0.150

−0.084

0.118

0.208

−0.150

0.001

Sum severity predictor

0.264

0.046

0.023

0.423

−0.144

<0.001

0.402

−0.138

0.001

Mean severity predictor

0.268

0.138

0.055

0.303

0.043

0.476

0.214

−0.055

0.103

Outcome

β

Study 1 Poor health
Sum severity predictor
Mean severity predictor
Study 2 Depression‐specifc
symptoms

Study 2 Anxiety‐specifc
symptoms
Sum severity predictor
Mean severity predictor
Study 2 Internalising symptoms

Note Because of the high collinearity between stressor exposure and stress severity sum scores, each model was run twice—once with stress severity as
a sum score, and once with stress severity as a mean score. When the model coeffcients signifcantly differed, the stronger predictor was bolded for
emphasis. The critical comparisons between subjective stress severity and sample‐estimated stress severity are in model three. As shown in model
three, consistent across both studies, subjective stress severity was a stronger predictor of poor health outcomes than sample‐estimated stress severity.
These results therefore show that subjective stress severity contains important health‐relevant variability that is not captured by “weighting” stressors
to a greater extent than stressor exposure scores.

(i.e., how stressful the average stressor a person experienced was)

severity, t(203) = 4.16, p < 0.001. Moreover, in the model with

was not associated with most of the expected outcomes.

stressor exposure and mean sample‐estimated stress severity

Analysis 2. In the model with stressor exposure and subjective

included as concurrent predictors of poor health, mean sample‐

stress severity sum scores included as concurrent predictors of latent

estimated stress severity was not a signifcant predictor of poor

poor health, subjective stress severity sum scores (β = 0.999,

health (β = 0.011, p = 0.867), whereas stressor exposure remained a

p < 0.001) emerged as a stronger predictor of poor health than

signifcant predictor of poor health (β = 0.597, p < 0.001) and a

stressor exposure (β = −0.323, p = 0.045), t(203) = 6.00, p < 0.001

stronger predictor of poor health than mean sample‐estimated stress

(see Table 2). Similarly, in the model with stressor exposure and

severity, t(203) = 6.44, p < 0.001. Controlling for covariates (i.e., age,

sample‐estimated stress severity sum scores included as concurrent

sex, race, socioeconomic status, negative affect, and social desir-

predictors of poor health, sample‐estimated stress severity sum

ability) did not alter the above results. These analyses therefore show

scores (β = 0.948, p < 0.001) emerged as a stronger predictor of poor

that mean subjective stress severity explained variance in poor

health than stressor exposure (β = −0.301, p = 0.127), t(203) = 4.67,

health besides that explained by stressor exposure, whereas mean

p < 0.001. These analyses therefore show that stress severity (both

sample‐estimated stress severity did not.

subjective and sample‐estimated) was a better predictor of poor
health than stressor exposure in our sample.

Analysis 3. In a model comparing the relative predictive strength
of subjective and sample‐estimated stress severities, subjective stress

When considering mean severity scores (i.e., removing frequency

severity sum scores emerged as a signifcant predictor of poor health

of exposure from severity scores) the results differed from the above.

(β = 0.920, p < 0.001), whereas sample‐estimated stress severity sum

In particular, in the model with stressor exposure and mean subjec-

scores did not (β = −0.229, p = 0.369); moreover, subjective stress

tive stress severity included as concurrent predictors of latent poor

severity was a signifcantly stronger predictor of poor health than

health, mean subjective stress severity (β = 0.162, p = 0.018) and

sample‐estimated stress severity, t(203) = 3.27, p = 0.001 (see

stressor exposure (β = 0.542, p < 0.001) were both signifcant pre-

Table 2). The same pattern of results emerged if mean severity scores

dictors of poor health, but stressor exposure was a signifcantly

(i.e., removing frequency of exposure from severity scores) were used

stronger predictor of poor health than mean subjective stress

instead. In particular, mean subjective stress severity emerged as a
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signifcant predictor of poor health (β = 0.391, p < 0.001), whereas

opportunity to provide severity ratings so they were excluded from

mean sample‐estimated stress severity did not (β = −0.059, p = 0.489),

analysis. The total sample size was thus 456 (Mage = 20.4, 70.0%

and mean subjective stress severity was a signifcantly stronger

women, 29.8% men, 0.2% identifed as other). Race and ethnicity

predictor of poor health than mean sample‐estimated stress severity,

information was not consented for research use, but the Brandeis

t(203) = 4.65, p < 0.001. Controlling for covariates did not alter any of

University student body demographic composition is 51% non‐

the above results. These results are evidence that subjective stress

Hispanic white, 25% East Asian, 8% Hispanic, 7% other Asian, 6%

severity (sum or mean) was a better predictor of poor health than

Black, 3% other ethnicity. Sample means for depression (M = 24.56,

sample‐estimated stress severity in this sample.

SD = 6.02) and anxiety (M = 22.29, SD = 5.23) were in the Moderate
range based on the PROMIS questionnaire scoring guidelines. For
depression and anxiety symptoms, 62.4% and 69.7% of the sample,

5 | S UDY 1 DISCUSSION

respectively, scored in the Moderate to Severe range.

Taken together, these results suggest that stressor exposure, subjective stress severity, and sample‐estimated stress severity have

6.1.2 | Procedure

unique relations to health. Stressor exposure and subjective stress
severity each explained unique variance in poor health, even when

All participants registered for treatment at the BCC independently of

frequency of exposure was removed from subjective stress severity.

this study. During the registration process, all students were asked to

Sample‐estimated stress severity, in contrast, was a better predictor

complete a series of questionnaires as part of standard procedures to

of poor health than stressor exposure alone, but the sample‐

inform their care, and could optionally consent for their responses

estimated severity of stressors experienced did not explain unique

to also be used for research. Students still received all the benefts of

variance in health once frequency of exposure was removed (i.e., in

clinical care even if they did not wish to participate in research, and

the mean score analyses) or subjective stress severity was included

there were no downsides for not participating. Consent and ques-

within the model. Sample‐estimated stress severity therefore is

tionnaires were administered online using Qualtrics.

potentially useful as a predictor (i.e., being a better predictor than
stressor exposure alone due to its accounting for stress severity, and
it not being confounded with a participant's self‐report biases and

6.1.3 | Measures

personality traits). However, its failure to explain variance in poor
health both once frequency of exposure information was removed—

he Adolescent Life Event Questionnaire – Revised (ALEQ‐R)

or when accounting for variance explained by subjective stress

Short Version. The ALEQ‐R short version assesses 10 negative life

severity—provides clues as to why stress severity scores explain

events typically experienced by youth, occurring within the past

more variance in health outcomes than stressor exposure scores. In

3 months. Example items include, “You had an argument with a

particular, these fndings suggest that subjective stress severity

close friend,” and, “You did poorly on or failed a test or class

measures explain more variance in health for reasons more th n ac-

project.” For each item, participants rate how often the event

counting for the fact that in stressor exposure scores, all stressors

occurred in the past 3 months on a Likert scale from 0 to 4

are counted equally and some may be more impactful on average

(0 = never; 4 = always), as well as perceived severity (“How

than others. Indeed, there seems to be something special about

stressful was it for you?”) from 1 (Not very stressful) to 5 (Very

subjective stress severity that is not accounted for by what an inde-

stressful). Stressor frequencies are provided in the Supporting In-

pendent sample would estimate a person's stress severity to be.

formation S1. We calculated four stress measures from these ratings. Stressor exposure scores for each participant were calculated
by summing frequency ratings across items. Subjective stress

6 | S UDY 2

severity scores were calculated in two ways by summing ratings for
each stressor endorsed by the participant, and by taking the mean

6.1 | Method

of the severity ratings for each participant across the stressors that
they endorsed. This dual approach provided a sum measure of cu-

6.1.1 | Participants

mulative perceived stress over the past 3 months and a mean score
that ensured that the subjective severity ratings were statistically

Participants were recruited from treatment‐seeking college students

independent of stressor exposure. We also calculated a “sample‐

assessed at the Brandeis Counseling Center (BCC) between

estimated stress severity” score, which used the sample‐mean for

September 2017 and September 2019. Inclusion criteria were being

each stressor on the ALEQ. To get this score, we frst calculated

in the emerging adult range (18–25 years) and screening into both

mean severity rating for each ALEQ‐R stressor across participants

the depression and anxiety questionnaires (see below). 476 partici-

that endorsed that item. We then calculated a sample‐estimated

pants met inclusion criteria. Of these participants, 16 did not com-

severity score for each participant by summing the sample means

plete the ALEQ, and four endorsed no stressors leaving them no

of the items that they endorsed.
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Mental Health. These measures employed the DSM‐5 Level 1

CFA and SEM were conducted using Mplus version 8.1 (Muthén &

Cross Cutting Symptom Measure (CCM) (American Psychiatric As-

Muthén, 2017) using full information maximum likelihood estimation

sociation, 2013), which is a self‐report questionnaire designed to

to handle missing data. Adequate ft for CFAs was RMSEA < 0.06,

provide a comprehensive mental health assessment across multiple

CFI > 0.95, TLI > 0.95, SRMR < 0.08 (Hu & Bentler, 1998).2 If the ft

mental health domains. Each domain is represented by specifc items

did not meet criteria, we followed the modifcation indices until

within the CCM, and each domain has a pre‐determined threshold for

adequate ft (that is, residual correlations were added as needed, and

further inquiry. If a domain threshold is met, participants complete a

any indicators that did not load signifcantly on a factor were

Level 2 questionnaire for the domain to provide a more in‐depth

eliminated.

assessment.

Analysis 1. We frst examined the associations of the stress

Depression. To reach threshold for depression, a participant must

measures with each mental health outcome at an observed variable

respond “Mild (Several Days)” or greater to either of the two

level. These analyses served as a measure validity check to determine

depression domain questions (“Little interest or pleasure in doing

if the sample‐estimated stress severity measure was associated with

things?” or “Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless?”). The Level 2

all of the same outcomes it would be expected to be based on as-

depression questionnaire is composed of eight items that assess

sociations with subjective stress severity.

frequency symptoms (e.g. I felt worthless) within the past 7 days,
rated on a 5‐point Likert scale (1 = never; 5 = always).

Analysis 2. The bi‐factor model from above was used to
construct a SEM with stress variables as predictors, enabling us to

Anxiety. To reach threshold for anxiety, a participant must

test how stress severity measures were related to mental health

respond “Mild (Several Days)” or greater to at least one of the three

outcomes. Age and gender were controlled for in all regressions. We

anxiety domain questions (“Feeling nervous, anxious, frightened,

ft two models one with both stressor exposure and subjective stress

worried, or on edge?” or “Feeling panic or being frightened”, or

severity as predictors of the common, depression‐specifc, and

“Avoiding situations that make you anxious?”). The Level 2 anxiety

anxiety‐specifc latent factors, and a second with both stressor

questionnaire contains seven items that ask about frequency of

exposure and sample‐estimated stress severity as predictors of those

anxiety symptoms (e.g. “I felt worried”) experienced in the past

latent factors. We then tested whether the magnitudes of slopes of

7 days, rated on a 5‐point Likert scale (1 = never; 5 = always).

each stress severity measure were greater than the magnitude of the
slope of stressor exposure predicting each of the common,
depression‐specifc, and anxiety‐specifc latent factors using a test of

6.1.4 | Data analysis

difference for dependent regression slopes.

Outliers +/− three standard deviations from the mean for each

of subjective stress severity and sample‐estimated stress severity by

variable were removed from the dataset and marked as missing. One

using them as predictors of the latent variables described above. We

participant identifed as “other” for gender, so they were marked as

then tested whether the magnitudes of the slope of subjective stress

missing from the dichotomous gender variable.

severity differed from the magnitude of the slope of sample‐

Analysis 3. Next, we determined the relative predictive strength

Data reduction. As we have done previously with a subset of
participants from this sample (Fassett‐Carman et al., 2020), we used

estimated stress severity predicting poor health using a test of difference for dependent regression slopes.

a bifactor model to parse depression and anxiety symptoms variance into a common internalising factor that represents variance
shared across disorders as well as depression and anxiety specifc

7 | S UDY 2 RESUL S

factors which represent variance unique to each disorder. Specifically, this model is composed of a common internalising factor on

Internalising symptom latent factors. Three depression items (“I felt

which all indicators loaded (indicated by all depression and anxiety

sad,” “I felt depressed,” and “I felt unhappy”) had signifcant positive

items), as well as a depression‐specifc factor (initially indicated by

loadings only on the common internalising factor and were thus

all depression items) and an anxiety‐specifc factor (initially indi-

removed from the depression‐specifc factor. Two depression items

cated by all anxiety items). Because the common internalising factor

(“I felt helpless” and “I felt hopeless”) and two anxiety items (“I felt

captures the variance shared among all of the depression and

uneasy” and “I felt tense”) with highly related content were allowed

anxiety items and the remaining covariance among depression items

to covary as suggested by modifcation indices. The bifactor model

and among anxiety items is captured by the specifc factors, the

had good to acceptable model ft after these modifcations,

specifc factors were specifed as uncorrelated with the common

χ2(105) = 3222.67, p < 0.001, CFI = 0.96, TLI = 0.94, RMSEA = 0.060,

latent factor and each other. Monte‐Carlo simulations with 1000

SRMR = 0.039, and was thus used for all SEM analyses.

iterations based on the loadings from the previous bifactor model

Analysis 1. Depression and anxiety symptoms were positively

built with a subset of this sample (Fassett‐Carman et al., 2020),

correlated with each other (r = 0.56, p < 0.001) and with stress

demonstrated that the sample size had adequate power (> 0.8) to

exposure and stress severity sum scores (rs > 0.18, ps < 0.01). As in

detect standardized regression paths of β = 0.2 in the SEM for all

Study 1, self‐reported and sample‐estimated stress severity each

analyses.

included frequency of exposure information (i.e., the “sum” scores in
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Table 3), the correlation between these scores was very high,

explained variance in anxiety‐specifc symptoms that was not

r = 0.91, p < 0.001, as were the correlations between these vari-

explained by stressor exposure alone.

ables and stressor exposure, rs > 0.84, ps < 0.001. Therefore, as in

In models using mean severity scores (i.e., removing frequency of

Study 1, we have chosen to present these results in two ways frst,

exposure from severity scores), and again controlling for stressor

with sum scores, and second, with mean scores, which remove

exposure, subjective stress severity (Model 1) mean scores were

frequency of exposure information from the severity variables. As

signifcantly associated with the depression‐specifc factor (β = 0.133,

expected, both measures of perceived stress severity correlated

p = 0.038), the anxiety‐specifc factor (β = 0.171, p = 0.002), and the

signifcantly with depression (rs > 0.20, ps < 0.001) and anxiety

common internalising factor (β = 0.138, p = 0.007), whereas mean

(rs > 0.22, ps < 0.001) symptoms. Sample‐estimated stress severity

sample‐estimated stress severity (Model 2) scores were unassociated

sum scores showed signifcant positive associations with depression

with all latent factors (ps > 0.126). In both models, stressor exposure

symptoms (r = 0.18, p < 0.001) and anxiety symptoms (r = 0.28,

was signifcantly associated with the anxiety‐specifc factor (Model

p < 0.001), while sample‐estimated stress severity mean scores did

1 β = 0.116, p = 0.042; Model 2 β = 0.150, p = 0.009), and the

not correlate with depression symptoms (p = 0.714), and had a

common internalising factor (Model 1 β = 0.268, p < 0.001; Model 2 β

weak, negative correlation with anxiety symptoms (r = −0.10,

= 0.303, p < 0.001), but not the depression‐specifc factor (Model 1 β

p = 0.039).

= −0.081, p = 0.225; Model 2 β = −0.045, p = 0.509). In addition,

Analysis 2. In separate models, each controlling for stressor

subjective stress severity mean scores were signifcantly stronger

exposure, subjective stress severity (model 1) and sample‐

predictors of the depression‐specifc, t(449) = 2.25, p = 0.025, and

estimated stress severity sum scores (model 2) were both signif-

anxiety‐specifc latent factors, t(449) = 2.75, p = 0.006, than stressor

cantly or marginally associated with the anxiety‐specifc factor

exposure, but not of the common internalising factor, t(449) = −1.92,

(Model 1 β = 0.428, p < 0.001; Model 2 β = 0.188, p = 0.070),

p = 0.055. Sample‐estimated stress severity mean scores did not differ

but not associated with the depression‐specifc (Model 1

β

from stressor exposure in associations with any of the latent variables,

= 0.184, p = 0.120; Model 2 β = −0.002, p = 0.989) or common

ps > 0.122. These analyses therefore indicate that a subjective stress

internalising (Model 1 β = 0.046, p = 0.648; Model 2 β = −0.144,

severity mean score was a stronger predictor of depression‐specifc

p = 0.133) factors (see Table 2). Stressor exposure, in contrast,

and anxiety‐specifc symptoms than stressor exposure, whereas a

was associated with the common internalising factor (Model 1

sample‐estimated stress severity mean scores was not.

β = 0.264, p = 0.008; Model 2 β = 0.423, p < 0.001), but unas-

Analysis 3. When subjective stress severity and sample‐

sociated or inversely associated with the depression‐specifc

estimated severity were tested in the same model (see Table 2),

(Model 1

β = −0.063,

subjective stress severity was signifcantly associated with the com-

p = 0.602) and anxiety‐specifc (Model 1 β = −0.214, p = 0.045;

β = −0.215, p = 0.072; Model 2

mon internalising (β = 0.402, p = 0.001) and anxiety‐specifc

Model 2 β = −0.010, p = 0.924) factors. The subjective stress

(β = 0.444, p < 0.001) factors, but not the depression‐specifc fac-

severity sum score emerged as a stronger predictor of the anxiety‐

tor (β = 0.223, p = 0.133); sample‐estimated stress severity sum

specifc and depression‐specifc factors than stressor exposure, ts

scores were not associated with any latent factor (βs = −0.237 to

(450)>2.58, ps ≤ 0.010, but a weaker predictor of the common

−0.137, ps > 0.087). Subjective stress severity sum scores were more

internalising factor, t(450) = −2.28 p = 0.023. Sample‐estimated

strongly associated with the depression‐specifc factor, t(452) = 2.40,

stress severity sum scores only differed from stressor exposure

p = 0.017, the anxiety‐specifc factor, t(452) = 3.85, p < 0.001, and

sum scores in that they were weaker predictors of the common

the common internalising factor, t(452) = 3.28, p = 0.001, than

internalising factor, t(451) = −5.00, p < 0.001. These results

sample‐estimated stress severity sum scores.

therefore indicate that in models with stressor exposure and stress

Similarly, in the model considering mean severity scores (i.e.,

severity without frequency of exposure removed from the severity

removing frequency of exposure from severity scores), mean sub-

variables,

jective stress severity remained signifcantly associated with the

ABLE 3

subjective

and

sample‐estimated

stress

severity

Bivariate correlations for primary variables of interest in study 2

Variable

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. Level 2 depression
2. Level 2 anxiety

0.56***

3. Stressor exposure (sum)

0.26***

0.31***

4. Self‐reported stress severity (mean)

0.21***

0.23***

5. Sample‐estimated stress severity (mean)

−0.02

−0.10*

0.22***
−0.16***

0.21***

6. Self‐reported stress severity (sum)

0.26***

0.35***

0.86***

0.40***

−0.10*

7. Sample‐estimated stress severity (sum)

0.18***

0.28***

0.85***

0.04

−0.13***

Note Level 2 scores from the cross cutting symptom measure.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

0.91***
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anxiety‐specifc factor (β = 0.208, p < 0.001) and the common

objectively more likely to result in injury or death, and a stressor

internalising factor (β = 0.214, p < 0.001), but not the depression‐

exposure variable (e.g., stressor count) would fail to “weight” an in-

specifc factor (β = 0.104, p = 0.117), whereas mean sample‐

dividual's stressor exposure by those likelihoods; in contrast, an in-

estimated stress severity was negatively associated with the

dividual's self‐reported subjective stress severity would “weight”

anxiety‐specifc factor (β = −0.150, p = 0.006) and was unassociated

their experienced stressors by at least some factor, which could lead

with the common internalising and depression‐specifc factors

to a stronger association with health outcomes simply because not all

(βs = −0.056 to −0.043, ps > 0.296). Subjective stress severity mean

stressors are treated equally. Alternatively, a stronger subjective

scores were more strongly associated with the anxiety‐specifc fac-

perception of stress may exacerbate the biological and psychological

tor, t(444) = 3.27, p = 0.001, than sample‐estimated stress severity

responses to a stressor (and vice versa; LeMoult, 2020; Niedbala

mean scores, whereas the two types of mean stress severity scores

et al., 2018), leading to a stronger measured effect of stress. We

did not differ in their associations with the depression‐specifc factor,

tested these two hypotheses in two separate studies in the current

t(444) = 0.89, p = 0.375, or the common internalising factor t

article by comparing the associations of an independently weighted

(444) = 1.63, p = 0.103. These results therefore show that subjective

stressor exposure score with a subjective stress severity score with

stress severity is a better predictor of common internalising and

physical and mental health.

anxiety‐specifc symptoms than sample‐estimated stress severity in
this sample.

Although the results varied somewhat between studies, across
both studies we found more support for the second hypothesis than
the frst An individual's subjective stress severity was a better predictor of poor health outcomes than an individual's sample‐estimated
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stress severity. This fnding held both with and without controlling
for important covariates, as well as when mean scores were used

Taken together, the results of this second study had both similarities

instead of sum scores. Moreover, in Study 2, subjective stress

to and differences from Study 1. In particular, although stressor

severity, but not sample‐estimated stress severity, was a better

exposure, subjective stress severity, and sample‐estimated stress

predictor of poor health than stressor exposure; this was not the case

severity were each related to one or more of the latent variables,

in Study 1, however, which found that the sum score for sample‐

stressor exposure was a stronger predictor of the common inter-

estimated stress severity was a signifcantly better predictor of

nalising factor than either of the stress severity scores, whereas

poor health than stressor exposure. In short, despite some differ-

subjective stress severity—but not sample‐estimated stress severity

ences in fndings between these studies, we showed for the frst time

—was a stronger predictor of depression‐specifc and anxiety‐

that subjective stress severity contains important information for

specifc factors than stressor exposure. In a notable difference from

predicting stress‐related health outcomes above and beyond the

Study 1, sample‐estimated stress severity was a poor predictor of all

“objective” (i.e., average perceived) threat or severity of experienced

of the mental health outcomes. One potential explanation for the lack

stressors. Although prior research has examined the difference score

of association between mental health outcomes and sample‐

between objectively and subjectively rated stress severity in relation

estimated stress severity in Study two is the problem of intra-

to various health outcomes (e.g., Conway et al., 2016; Espejo

category variability seen in the study's stress measure the ALEQ‐R

et al., 2012), to our knowledge, the present study is the frst to

provides less precise defnitions of stressors than the STRAIN used

directly compare the predictive utility of objectively rated and sub-

in Study 1. Alternatively, these differences in associations between

jectively rated stress severity scores against each other—and this

health outcomes may be due to other differences between the two

comparison helps to determine why stress severity is a better pre-

studies (e.g., different health outcomes, a clinical college student

dictor of health outcomes than stressor exposure. Our results sug-

sample vs. a healthy adult sample). Despite these differences, a

gest that subjective stress severity is a better predictor not just

strikingly similar fnding between Study 1 and Study 2 is that sub-

because it “weights” stressor exposure, but because it indexes

jective stress severity was a better predictor of poor health than

important individual differences, presumably related to stress

sample‐estimated stress severity. Indeed, as in Study 1, the results of

responsivity and vulnerability. Moreover, these results have impor-

Study 2 suggest that there is something unique—and special—about

tant implications for dealing with the problem of intracategory

subjective stress severity in predicting poor health that is not

variability, which we expand on below.

accounted for by the average perceived severity of the stressors to
which an individual is exposed.

It should be noted, however, that the vast majority of variance
explained in health outcomes was explained by the overlap between
stressor exposure and stress severity. Nonetheless, this study helped
to answer why stress severity is a slightly better predictor of health

9 | GENERAL DISCUSSION

outcomes than stressor exposure.

The present study tested two alternative theories regarding why

situation, that lead an individual to appraise a stressor as more or less

perceived stress severity might be a stronger predictor of health

severe have been considered nuisance variables when considering

outcomes than stressor exposure. First, some situations are

relations among objective stressor exposure and subjective/perceived

The individual differences, either within an individual or within a
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stress (Shields & Slavich, 2017). For example, individual differences in

suggest that subjective stressor exposure should be the outcome

the tendency to respond in socially desirable ways, pessimism,

metric of choice when a stress assessment tool may suffer from the

neuroticism, and agreeableness are each associated with individual

problem of intracategory variability.

differences in reports of perceived stress (Cazassa et al., 2020;

Although we can only speculate about the potential reasons for

Extremera et al., 2007; Slavich & Shields, 2018; Sturmbauer

the discrepant fndings between our two studies, a few are important

et al., 2019). Intuitively, these associations would seem to imply that

to consider. First, participants for Study 1 came from a nonclinical

perceived stress is a less “pure” measure of stress than stressor

sample of healthy adults, whereas the participants for Study 2 came

exposure. However, stress may also alter these traits in ways that

from a clinical sample of undergraduate students seeking treatment.

subsequently

(Gonzalez‐Liencres

Second, and relatedly, the outcome measure in Study 1 was a broad

et al., 2016; Shields et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2020). Therefore, rather than

increase

perceived

stress

outcome measure of poor health that was indicated more by physical

these variables being “nuisance” variables that might detract from true

health (e.g., autoimmune disorder diagnoses) than mental health,

associations between stress and some outcome, these variables may

whereas the outcome measures in Study 2 were exclusively mental

relate to stress perhaps because stress may alter these traits.

health factors. Third, the stress assessment measure used in Study 1

It is also possible that factors that are thought to be integral to

(i.e., the STRAIN) suffers from less of a problem of intracategory

links between stressor exposure and health, such as rumination, may

variability (i.e., the same stressor description being interpreted in

contribute to the individual differences that lead to variation in

different ways by different people) than the stress assessment

stressor appraisal and subjective severity. For example, a tendency to

measure used in Study 2 (i.e., the ALEQ‐R) due to the interview‐

ruminate on negative events is a stable individual difference (Mar-

based design of the measure used in Study 1 (Shields & Sla-

chetti et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017) that has been linked to poor

vich, 2017). It is likely that each of these differences contributed to

health outcomes following stress (Snyder et al., 2019; Snyder &

the discrepancy in fndings between studies, but the discrepancy

Hankin, 2016). It may be a fruitful avenue for future research to

between Study 1 and Study 2 in how predictive sample‐estimated

examine whether factors that have previously been thought to

severity scores were of outcomes while controlling for stressor

explain the link between stressor exposure and poor health, such as

exposure may be explained by differences between the stress

rumination, predict variation in stress appraisals and subjective stress

assessment measures in sensitivity to the problem of intracategory

severity.

variability—estimated stress severity is presumably less precise with

Our results have a number of important implications for stress

less consistent understandings of stressors across participants.

assessment. For example, the gold‐standard Life Events and Diff-

Rather than a limitation, the discrepancy between results of our

culties Schedule (Brown & Harris, 1978) uses objective raters to

two studies further extends an important implication for stress

score the severity of stressors that participants have experienced.

assessment described above. In particular, the inconsistency in

The use of these “objective” severity ratings has strong intuitive

sample‐estimated stress severity results across studies coupled with

appeal, but our results suggest that these ratings may fail to capture

the consistency between the subjective stress severity results sug-

important variance in the experiences of stress that confer poor

gest that subjective stress severity may be relatively more robust to

health vulnerabilities—variance which is indexed by subjective stress

issues related to the problem of intracategory variability than

severity reports. This is thus consistent with theories of stress and

sample‐estimated stress severity. That is, even when a stress

health that posit that subjective appraisals of stress are integral to

assessment measure contains insuffcient information to avoid the

initiating stress responses and thus producing detrimental conse-

problem of intracategory variability (as in Study 2), subjective stress

quences of stress (Abramson et al., 2002; Slavich, 2020, 2022;

severity still captures important predictive information, whereas

Slavich & Cole, 2013).

sample‐estimated stress severity does not. These results therefore

A second important implication these results have for stress

suggest that when stress is assessed with an imprecise measure,

assessment lies in the consistency between subjective stress severity

subjective stress severity may be the most appropriate predictor

results across studies. Notably, although the stress assessment

variable that can be derived from that measure.

measure used in Study 1 contained suffcient information to avoid the

One potentially surprising result is that mean subjective severity

problem of intracategory variability, the stress assessment measure

scores, which remove frequency of exposure information from stress

used in Study 2 did not. However, in both studies, the subjective

severity ratings, emerged as signifcant predictors of poor health in

stress severity measure emerged as a stronger predictor of poor

both studies, even though stressor exposure was included as a pre-

health outcomes than stressor exposure. This consistent fnding

dictor in these models. This fnding indicates that individual differ-

suggests that subjective stress severity may be relatively robust

ences in the extent to which someone appraises

against the problem of intracategory variability. This interpretation

severe (or not), regardless of number of stressors experienced, is an

ny stressor as

makes intuitive sense; even though one person may understand

important predictor of poor health outcomes (Fassett‐Carman

“sickness” to mean a cold and another person may understand it to

et al., 2019, 2020). However, this individual difference is a weaker

mean cancer, the subjective severity of a cold and cancer will pre-

predictor of poor health than simple exposure to more stressors. This

sumably differ substantially, even though the exposure to “sickness”

fnding is thus consistent with models of stress and health which

is the same given the lack of question specifcity. Thus, our results

argue that both stressor exposure and stress vulnerability factors
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contribute to poor health outcomes (Deer et al., 2021; Harris, 2020;
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Helgeson & Zajdel, 2017; Shields et al., 2017a; Yang et al., 2020).
Our study has several strengths, including preregistered hypoth-

In conclusion, across two studies, we found that subjective stress

eses, replication of primary results, and use of conceptually similar but

severity was a stronger predictor of poor health outcomes than

concretely distinct measures, thus enhancing the generalisability of

either sample‐estimated stress severity or stressor exposure. These

the results. However, several limitations should also be noted. First,

fndings suggest that the relatively stronger link between stress

the study is correlational, precluding any causal inference. It is

severity and poor health than stressor exposure (observed in prior

certainly possible, for example, for health problems (e.g., depression)

research) were not due to a failure to “weight” stressors in frequency

to make the experience of stress more severe. Although it is not

or exposure variables. Rather, there is likely something unique about

possible to completely manipulate stress severity given exposure to a

an individual's perception of stress—more than the “objective”

stressor, converting interventions that aim to decrease the perceived

stressfulness of their experiences—that confers risk for poor health.

stressfulness of experienced stressors (Crum et al., 2017; Jamieson

In short, the fndings illustrate that when attempting to understand

et al., 2012; Shields, Spahr, & Slavich, 2020) to longitudinal forms and

links between stress and health, subjective appraisals of stressful

assessing changes in health over time may help to further clarify the

experiences cannot be simply disregarded in favour of more “objec-

relations among stressor exposure, perceived stress severity, and

tive” measures. Moreover, the fndings have important implications

health. Nonetheless, our results suggest that there is some variance in

for stress assessment, as they suggest that subjective stress severity,

subjective stress severity linked to poor health outcomes that is not

not stressor exposure or estimated stress severity, are the most

explained by independent ratings of severity for experienced

predictive summary metric derivable from stress measures, even

stressors. Second, the sample‐estimated severity ratings were not

when the assessment tool used to quantify stress suffers from the

derived from trained experts in rating the severity of stressors, but by

problem of intracategory variability.

average severity ratings from all participants that had experienced
each respective stressor. It is thus possible that fndings with trained
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